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Abstract
　The objective of the present study is to investigate the usefulness of growth 
measurements for preventing obesity based on the onset of adiposity rebound （AR） 
and the characteristics of allometry as determined from body mass index （BMI） 
measurements taken after birth.
　The height, body weight, and BMI of 18 one-year-old children at a nursery school （14 
boys, 4 girls） were monitored.
　A quadratic equation was applied to the obtained BMI, and the lowest point was 
taken to be the age at AR. An allometric equation between the logarithms of height 
and body weight was derived, and its slope was determined.
　Based on the results, subjects were classified into type A, in which the BMI after 
birth changed along the percentile curve for standard values, and type B, in which the 
BMI decreased by changing from a high-percentile curve to a low-percentile curve.
　Age at AR was lower for subjects at or above the 75th percentile compared to those 
below the 75th percentile. In addition, subjects with a steep slope for the allometric 
equation tended to be type A. The key finding was that monitoring allometry, rather 
than age at AR alone, is also necessary in order to prevent future obesity.








　近年，各国において子どものBMI基準値が作成されている（Rolland-Cachera et al., 
1982 ; Cole et al., 1995 ; Cole et al., 2000 ; Kromeyer-Hauschild et al., 2001 ; National 
Center for Health Statistics, 2002 ; Vrije Universitetit Brussels, 2004 ; Chen, 2005 ; 田中







告がみられ（Rolland-Cachera et al., 1984.），将来の肥満を予防するための指標として注目
されている．







































































No. sex Type age of AR BMI of AR
1 Boy A75 3.82 17.01
2 Boy A50 4.20 16.77
3 Boy A50 4.65 15.81
4 Boy A50 5.45 15.26
5 Boy A50 5.95 15.17
6 Girl A50 5.96 15.82
7 Boy A25 4.84 14.40
8 Boy A25 6.65 14.26
9 Boy A25 7.00 15.54
10 Boy B75 4.95 16.72
11 Boy B50 5.27 15.40
12 Boy B50 5.49 15.49
13 Boy B50 5.57 16.16
14 Girl B50 6.17 15.53
15 Girl B25 5.23 12.37
16 Boy B25 5.76 14.39
17 Girl B25 7.01 14.08


























































vertexNo. sex Type a b
1 Boy A75 1.69 < 1.87 3.12
2 Boy A50 1.84 ≒ 1.86 3.85
3 Boy A50 1.43 < 2.17 1.89
4 Boy A50 1.82 < 2.11 1.85
5 Boy A50 2.02 > 1.69 1.55
6 Girl A50 2.05 > 1.88 3.92
7 Boy A25 1.50 < 1.91 2.73
8 Boy A25 1.50 ≒ 1.47 4.16
9 Boy A25 1.43 > 1.34 2.50
10 Boy B75 1.68 < 2.02 4.14
11 Boy B50 1.24 < 1.65 2.37
12 Boy B50 1.13 < 1.55 2.50
13 Boy B50 2.01 > 1.18 1.25
14 Girl B50 2.58 > 1.37 2.01
15 Girl B25 1.73 > 1.28 1.10
16 Boy B25 1.14 < 1.57 3.31
17 Girl B25 1.30 < 1.69 2.75
18 Boy B25 1.31 ≒ 1.38 1.62
Average 1.633 1.666 2.590






　乳児から幼少時におけるBMIが注目され，ARあるいはBMI Rebound （BMI R）として，
発現する年齢が若いほど成人でのBMIが大きく，肥満と糖尿病になり易いなどと言われて
いる（Freedman et al., 2001.）．
　また，WHOが人工栄養での授乳よりも母乳による授乳を推奨しているように，乳児期
での高エネルギー，高タンパク，高脂肪が将来の糖尿病や肥満に繋がる原因と人工栄養を
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